The ships of the WYN Cluster are particularly well armed, having the maximum number of weapon icons for their class types. In a sense, they are simply Klingons with an added weapons mount, that mount being a special option mount. In the case of the WYNs, this option mount can only be used to fire phaser cards (phaser-1, phaser-2, or phaser-3) or drone cards.

Last issue we presented the WYN War Cruiser and War Destroyer; this issue brings you their Heavy Cruiser and Frigate.

The company continues to develop plans to print four new expansion decks (each of 32 cards). These will include new races (Hydran, Lyran, ISC, WYN), plus new kinds of ships (scouts, raiders, commando ships). Special cards may include terrain, special weapons, bases, monsters, and other items.

See previous issues of Captain’s Log for playtest materials for these future expansions.